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Review for :  Detecting most effective cleanup locations using network theory to
reduce marine plastic debris: A case study in the Galapagos Marine Reserve

The present work proposes a new methodology for improving beach clean up, to reduce
marine plastic debris. The case study is dedicated to the Galapagos islands and the
methodology is using a network to select the optimum criteria for the beach clean up
purposes.

The manuscript is of very good quality, well organized with no specific structure problem
or methodological problem. Although quite dense for the part explaining the criteria, it is
possible for non specialist to understand the goal of the selected criteria.

In summary, The overall quality of this work is up to the expected standards and to my
point of view can be published as it is ( after some typo and minor possible mistakes). I
emphasize the fact that such decision (to my experience of reviewer) is very rare. I
therefore thank the authors for having so well prepared their work before submission.

However, in order to improve the manuscript, or give ideas for new works, I wish to share
some questions or comments :

- a very basic but tricky one to start with : could the authors imagine what the results
could be with an irregular grid with a strong refinement close to the coast, or with a high
resolution regular grid of , let say, 300 m in resolution on the horizontal ? I reckon that
this point could be discussed using some literature. My main concern is that , the present
study does not prove that the results are not strongly dependent on the OGCM resolution



used. If it were, the overall methodology might provide different scores in terms of criteria
?

- the beaching probability: despite the fact that this has been already published , I am still
very skeptical about the tuning of this probability. I am pretty sure that replacing this
rather “adamant” formula by a probability calculated on the average wind direction versus
the coastline layout in the area would be more realistic...Of course, I understand that
there has to be a beaching time-scale of some sort to compensate the lack of grid
resolution, but just days, regardless of general weather conditions in the area is strange to
me. This is of course just my point of view, but this is what we can see when deploying
drifters in general. Of course, this is complicated as the results can be different when
looking at different scales, from large to very local scale (at the scale of a beach for
example), but for a statistical approach, using regional winds might be ok.

- A remark concerning the overall network method: according to some literature,
connectivity and oceanic distance can be calculated out of the Lagrangian model “quite”
simply, I mean without using a complex machinery. Therefore, it could have been
interesting to show some comparisons with some basic diagnostics (overall stranding rate
/ source identification / oceanographic distance) , to better prove the real added value of
this complex work presented here. In other words, one might think that rather simple
diagnostics could deliver nearly the same message or present similar general results , with
a computational cost or calculation cost quite reduced. I understand that the authors
might reply that their diagnostics are way refined and accurate, which is probably true,
but the fact remains that, in the end, when it comes to mobilizing a cleaning team to go
on site, maybe simple diagnostics can already deliver the necessary information for the
management? (ok I am teasing a bit here, but never underestimate the robustness of
simplicity ..!)

- Concerning the seeding of the particles, the random seeding is one interesting case , but
when targeting real cases, I am quite surprised that the authors have not tried to perform
test cases for which the seeding was increased after heavy rains. If so, they would have
put themselves in the position of delivering a real connectivity between islands with
identified real sources, i.e. the beaches receiving inland waste through rivers or waste
management pipes just after the rain events ?

- In addition, I think that, as the final goal is to deliver advice for where and when to go
for beach cleaning, one missing part can be the part looking at the correlation between
the weather conditions and the stranding or accumulation close to the shore. This is a
temporal advice that can be more efficient than the cleaning frequency advice that can be
deduced from the present work. Indeed, as mentioned in their introduction, waste
distribution is highly heterogeneous, and one cause is the high variability of regional to
local weather conditions. Therefore, one could think that the general cleaning plan could
be quite different if the weather conditions variations were selected as one of the key
parameter.
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